Confirmed Credits:

**Florida**: 2 CEU’s or more in: Public Health, Fumigation, Core, General Household Pests, Ornamental & Turf, and Termite.

**Georgia**: Structural Pest Control: 2 Fumigation, up to 8 HPC, up to 4 WDO. Agriculture Division. 2 to 5 hours (depending on category) for #24, #27, #35, #38, and #31 or 41.

**Alabama**: 10 points on Tuesday and 10 points on Wednesday for categories where certified.

**Louisiana**: recertification in General Pest, Rodent, and Termite categories.

**Mississippi**: recertification in III (O&T), VIIA (structural), VIIB (fum), VIII (Pub Hlth).

**North Carolina**: Structural Pest Control Division: P (up to 4 CCU Tuesday and 7 Wednesday); W (up to 4 Wednesday), F (2 on Tuesday), G (up to 2 on Tuesday and 1 Wednesday);
  NC Agricultural Division: 4 hours B and 2 hours L

**South Carolina**: credits in 3AB(except fertilizer), 7AB, and 8.

**Tennessee**: Tuesday in CO3 (up to 4), CO7 (to 6), CO8 (to 5); Wednesday CO3 (to 2), CO7 (to 7), CO8(1) depending on classes where certified.

**Virginia**: recertification for categories 3A,B; 7A,B,C; 8. and technicians depending on classes where certified.

International Society of Arboriculture: 6 CEU’s total